
LAGOS STATE GOVERNMENT

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK

PRIMARY SCHOOLS

PRIMARY 5 SECOND TERM
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

EMBEDDED CORE
LEARNING

LEARNING

WKS TOPICS

(a) Structure:

Abbmvattons and
Ac;ronyms

(b) Structure: Review of
reported speech
(command)

(c) Comprehension and

Vocabulary
Development

Reading to comprehend

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

(i) Identify the features of

abbreviated forms of

words;

(ii)differentiate between

abbreviations and

acronyms;
ii.) apply standard English

conventions in

abbreviations of

common words.

iii) compose the different

forms of short

letters/texts

ii.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i) mention the rules

guiding the reported

speech;

ii) form command ii.

sentence;

iii) convert direct command

sentence to reported
iii

command

iv) demonstrate the use of

direct and reported

ACTIVITIES

Students brainstorm about

when they have written or

read a text or any other

kind of message with short

form of words to derive the

meaning of abbreviations

and acronyms.

Pupils, in small groups,

write down and read out

some common

abbreviations or acronyms

they come across daily

Pupils discuss the

differences between

acronyms and

Pupils, as a class, watch a

short clip lesson on reported

speech, therefore decode

and list the rules guiding

direct and indirect speech

Pupils, in small groups,

construct ten command

sentences and share with

class;
Pupils, in small groups,

convert their constructed

direct commands to reported

commands;

SKILLS

Communication and

collaboration.

Critical thinking and

Problem Solving.

Digital Literacy.

(l) Communication and

Collaboration

RESOURCES

Audio Visual 
Resourcet(i) Cell phone

(ii) Computer

3/%tern/Prqector

(iii)V1deos:

Web Resources

eatures+of+lelegraroavg
nt=firefox-

iihttp;://studycorn/@%%

my/lesson/telegraph-

lesson-plan.html

iii.https://websitebuil%%$

ornJhow-t0/1e;son-

lans/how-email-w

AUDIO VISUAL

(ii) Critical Thinking and i)Charts/Flashcards

Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

ii) Video clip

(ii) Games on tenses
WEB RESOURCES:
https://vmw.pinterestc

om/pin/5523243417951

44603/

commands in class
stand at theiv. Pupils, in pairs, 

center of class, conversing to

demonstrate the use of

reported command

https•]/www.englisch-

hilfen.de/en/grammar/reported

aufforderung.htm

By the end of the lesson, l.) Pupils listen to the teacher

pupils should be able to: read the passage with a view

(i) identify the topic to identifying new words and

sentence in each getting their appropriate

paragraph; pronunciation.

(ii) establish the
(ii) Pupils, in small groups,

sentence in
relationship between the

identify the topic 

each paragraph and relate it
topic sentence(s) and

to the main idea in the
the main idea in a given

passage.
passage; (iii) Pupils pair up to establish the

(iii) attach contextual relationship between their real
meanings to new words life experiences and the main
found in a given idea in the passage.
passage. (iv) Each pupil constructs

(i) Communication and AUDIO VISUAL

Collaboration RESOURCES
ii. Critical Thinking and Flash cards

Problem Solving
iii. Leadership and

Personal

Development

WEB RESOURCES
i.https://reltsonlinetests

.com
ii.https://www.readirg

ockets.orglarticle/seve

n-strategies-teach-

students-text-

comprehension

iv) construct sentences with sentences with the new words
the new words and show their teachers
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WKS TOPICS

(d) Writ;ng Letter

Resoonång to a

Irwtatton e g

(f) Dtctatms for the

Week

2 (a) Speech work:

Oral Composition talking

about myself, family and

environment

(b) Strudure; Word

Bank and Sentence

Budding

tEARNJNG

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupil' should be 5bie to:

g,ve

'dent('y the features of

formal tnsntatms.

wnte resp-jnses to

forma' fnvytabons

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

as bt•a.nstrym
to

forma'

PCS, as state
reasons lot

e g important dvnf.aries
reed as
for descnpt«, and rerrer•æ.

Cass dscusses the format
for respoodr gg to a forma!

nvd.at%t.

tv. Pupas. 'n small groups, stuffy

the sampie cards pt%ided by

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

v. Pugns, in pairs, draft

responses formal invitations

of their r;wn with teacher

guiding them and share with

the whole dass.

Learners are to be guided to For home study, pupils, as

master the spellings and individuals,
meanings of the following i.)look up the meanings, word
words: dasses and pronunciation of
Resident electoral, the given words in a
emergency, experience, dictionary, and use each word
impnsonment, convicted, in, at least, a sentence.
transmit, statistics, libratjon,

diplomatic

By the end of the lesson, i.

pupils should be able to:

i. say out loud/pronounce
relevant words on the

topic.

ii Compose sentences ii.

sequentially on the

topic;

iii develop ability to speak iii.

fluently about family

iv.

Pupils, as a class, mention
words related to self,

family, environment and

pronounce the words

clearly and distinctively;

Pupils, in small groups,

use words on family in

sentences
Each pupil describes key

features of their family

Pupils, in pairs, discuss

about 'myself and my

familf fluently.

By the end of the lesson, I Pupils, in small groups,

students should be able

to:

i, make many new words

from a given words

define and provide

examples of modal

auxiliaries (must, ought

to, will, have to, shall,

can, must etc.)

ii, complete phrases with

sentences;

iii summarise a long
sentence;

brainstorm to provide many new

WMds or compound words fm

the first given word
Examples:(customj - aJstoms;

customer, customary, custorns

house; custom-rnade; custom-

built etc. another group to find

the synonyms of a given word

(e.g. Old), chilly; cold; icy;

frosty; arctic; snowy; wintm,

frozen etc.
ii. Pupils, in small groups,

complete a phrase on the
board by adding extra words

to make it into a longer
sentence; e.g. (the dog), I

iii,

killed the dog; I kifled the dog

esterday; I telt sad when I

Killed the dog yesterday etc.

Pupils, in pairs, remove words

SKILLS

O) ard
Coqatrratm

(N) Leaderst•g and

Pers.enal

iii. Creatroty and
'rnaqnatm

(i) Communication and

Collaboration
(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

(I) Communicabon and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii) Creativity and

Imagination

Communication and

Collaboration

ii. Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

iii. Leadership and

Personal
Development

iv. Imagination and

creativity

RESOURCES

AUDIO VEIJAL
RESOURCES
(i) CFAs co te
'eztures r/

Gi) Sam;Åe r/

rrrtatgn cards
WEB RESOURCES

CkTJb4hXDZxUfHcPv

(i) Hard r:zpy

(ii) Onfine 'nonary

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

i. ChartsFlashcards
ii. Audo player

iiL Smiley face game
fl. Pronoundng
Dictonary by Daniel

WEB RESOURCES

socEty#X15NTTXLVvltJ

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Charts/Flashcards
(ii)Word/ Sentence
Building Games

(ili) Drilling Garne

WEB RESOURCES
http$']tvww.google.eq

$+t0+teach+word+bank

+and+sentence+buildin

wiV4vamzObrAhWlaR
UlHZhzCtUQsAR6BAg

and phrases from a long
sentence and end that It

remains as a sentence.
Read further through this link:

eng'i$h.co.uk/teaching/building-
sentences



(c)Comprehension and
Vocabulary:
Law and Order

(d ) Writing: Formal
Invitation as Opposed
to Letter Writing

(e) Dictation for the week

(a) Speech work
Dialogue on the

experience of national

Issues

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able
to:
I) identfy words related to

law and order in a given

passage
(ii) Mite the meaning of the

identified words and use

then in another

meaningful sentence.

iii) demonstrate how each

is applcas;e to

iaw and

iv) derive answers from the

passage to the gil,æn

questions

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

(i) recall and describe
formal invitations and

letter writing

(ii) contrast the features of

formal invitation and
letter writing;

(iii) write a formal

invitation and a formal
letter.

Leamers are to be guided to
leam the following words:

Superintend, extraordinaire,

entrepreneur, official,

saboteur, joumalism,

supersede, guarantee,
isolationism, evolutionary

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(l) identify proper ethics of

discussion;
(ii) demonstrate good

mastery of words

pronunciation, stress
placement on word and
Intonations in

sentences
(iii) express their thoughts

on the given topic
fluently;

uns

the 

v•te

—e i? ethet

to ..SetV'state

sevterees
law

N) Pupils, in each

•npare their with
another grocps. through their

group leaders.

Visit this site to read further on
the topic:

oardhnatria!sLiving-jm-

E lishlaw-& er,

i.) Pupils, in small groups, based
on their previous lessons,
describe a formal invitation
and a formal letter,

ii.) Pupils, in pairs, study sample

of formal invitations and

formal letters to contrast their

features. They share these
features with the class.

(iii) Following the samples, pupils,

as individuals, write a formal

invitation and a formal letter.

Read further here:

https://Www.google.com/seath?$

zubrAhWpQhUlHYQRDUYQsAR

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and pronunciation of
the given words in a dictionary,
and use each word in, at least,

a sentence.

(i) The class is divided into two
groups. Each group has two
discÜssants; the groups are
guided to study the ethics of
conversations.
(ii) Each group has a
brainstorming session for a few
minutes; demonstrate among
themselves on proper
pronunciation of some words and
stress/ intonation placements.
(iii) The two discussants
presented by each group
articulate the position of their
group on a given topical issue,
while the teacher acts as a
moderator.



WKS TOPICS

(b)Structure:

Making and Responding
Requests (Sentence
Building)

(c)Comprehension and
Vocabulary:

'Children's Novel'

(d ) Writing: Letter writing

Informal Letter

e) Supplementary
Reading: Story Book

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:

(l) idenufy differences
between making

requests and responding
to offers

ii) classify the appropriate
words that are for polite

and casual request
making

iii) form examples of

request making with
their responses

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i) differentiate between

main ideas and
supporting ideas in
each paragraph;

ii) recognize the unfamiliar
words in a selected
passage

iii) Construct sentences
with the words

(iv) Infer implied meanings
of ideas in the passage

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i) explain the features of

an informal letter;

(ii) read a comprehension
passage written in an
informal letter form;

write letters to friends

in another schools
about their school's

activities.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i share with other pupils

the story read;

ii discuss lessons learnt
from the book;

iii relate events in the

story to their personal

lives.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

i) Pupas, in small groups, study
a given chart dentJfy the
differences between the
styles of making and
responding to requests

ii) Pupils, in pairs, are guided to
classify words for polite and

casual requests e.g.
politeness: 'Could you open
the window for me, pleaser
Would you rntnd opening the
window for me, please?'
Casual request: 'Can you
open the windo.q for me,
please?

iii) Pupils, in small groups,
construct sentences on making
and responding requests and
share wifr the class through the
group leaders. E.g. 'Can I help

'Yes, please, I want to boy an
orange'.
Or 'No thanks, I'm just looking.

(l) Pupils, in small groups,
deduce main ideas from
supporting idea in a given
text

(ii) Pupils pair up to highlight
the unfamiliar words in a
given text and check for
their meanings in

Dictionary/online.

(iii) Pupils, in groups, use the
identified words in
sentences.

iv) Pupils, in small groups,
analyze the passage to
derive the meanings of
implied ideas.

Pupils, as a class, recall and
explain features of an
informal letter,

ii. Pupils, in small groups, read
a comprehension passage
presented inform of an

informal letter in order to

observe its formats. The
group leaders share the
formats with the class.

iii. Following the samples,
pupils write letters to their
friends

Eadl pupa reads a reÜnrrer&d

freen Lagos
Sbte acvoved book Est

ii. Each pupil discusses the main
idea of the story.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, share
information from the story

iv. Pupils, in pairs, establish
relationships between ideas
using evidence from the
passage.

v. Each pupil discusses the
lessons/values leamt from the
story.

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

(i) ard

(ii) Digital Literacy
(fii) Leadership ard
Personal Development
(iv) Critz Thinkirg and
Problem Sofving

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
development

iii) Creativity and

imagination

iv) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
Development

iii.) Creativity and
imagination

iv.) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
Development

iii.) Citizenship
iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VIDEO

(i) CharttFlashcar±
(i) Red

WEB RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards
English textbook

WEB RESOURCES

rg/artide/5-ways:

support-students-who-

struggle-reading-

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Charts
(ii) Sample letters
WEB RESOURCES
https•]/www.successcd

s.netfleam-
engliswwrrting:

skillsfinformal-letter-

formatæxample±

https•J/youtu.befihSM
GGB6hs

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards
ii. Lagos State
Recommended

Literature Text

WEB RESOURCES
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CORE

WKS TOPICS
LEARNING

(b) Comprehenwotl and
Vocabuiary tkveitxrnent
children'

(c)Vvntjng

of of
COOgjuiuiatJOiiS and

Sympathy

omtctyvts

Py the end of the

be 'ble to:

with

build'ng,

With

dre,cugsyon,

iv c,nmpop..e on

family

By the end of the lesson,
student' should be able
to:

(i) read seiected children's

poems mydhmtc..ally
(ii) Identify key wordshjnes

that Signal main ideas,
construct sentences'

poems With the words

in context
(tv) answett questions from

poems

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
0) the leatufes o!

0:) descntje the

such jettec
Oil) composewate an

ACTIVITIES

to far*y
Pocg:s, smaq

words

Purr's, in smart groups.

der•mstrate the rotes of

jndMdual membats of

fam+y vth appropriate

wcvds uc.aqe in their

discussons.
tv, Purls. in pairs, compose

pæms aryl share with the

dass.

l. Pugnls, in small groups, read

the selected rhymes

rhythmr.alty

(n) Pupds. in pairs, pant out the

key wordsnrnes related to

the main idea and share With

the dass.
t") Pupils are guided to use the

key words in different

sentences,

tv) Each pupd answers
questions from selected

Read further on site:

(i) Pg.*s. as a class, study a

tetter

explain features
of letters,

(u) pats, descnbe the
stye of ackJXhfedg€ment

0) and
Collaboration

(n) Critical Thtnklnq and

Problem Solvinq

ill) Leadersh•p and

Personal
Oeve(opmmt

iv) Creativity and

imagination

(l) Communication and

collaboration

(li) Leadership and

Personal
Development

RESOURCES

Oil

AUDIO

RESOURCES

family

tic Video clips on
roles

'ii. pronouncing
dictionary by
Jones
(y) Audio CO
WEB RESOURCE&
http$l/w»wout$,ext,q

090mtm/

com/ptn/459t.tl:Rå'1

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Charts/flashcards

new words cn the
passage
WEB RESOURCES

in -

(i) Communication and AUDIO VISUAL

Collaboration
(if) Leadership and

Personal

Development
Ill) Creativity and

imagination

RESOURCES
Sample of

acknowiedgemeol

letters
RESOURCES

acKnowjeogerreent etter ieuefS
appropnate Eacn pupa composes

000Bied9€ment letters on
VoyatUatg.xts
syvrvatty/.

Read 00 site:



En fish Lan ua e

WKS

(b) Structute: Types ot
Clause: Independent and

Dependent Clause,

(c) Comprehension and
Vocabulary

Doveloptnent

Emphasis on new
Words and

MeaninglPurpose

bo abio to:

IV, With
the

CORE
SKILLS

0) Communication and
C/ 'oration

idiiht,

(i) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(ii) Communication and

Collaboration

(in) Digital Literacy

tho

li0hitionino to
ith

with at ton wordh on
ot the

in

tho of

-taco, ,

-niece,
police, fiorco,
etc,)

v) Pupil%, in pairti, oonorato
nontonco uninq words that
aro containing tho soundb

(vi) Pupilb Vinit tho site below

httpOlwww,thoochoolrunccom/ph

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
I, explain the moaning of

tho term "clause"; ii.
ii. differentiato between

indopondont and

dependent clauses:
iii. identify indopondont

and dopondont clauses
in sentences,

By tho end of tho lesson,
pupils should bo ablo to:
l. idontify new words in a

soloctod passage and

use them in another ii,

context;

ii. analyze the passage to
bring out the main idea

and purpose;

ooicvtoachinqßtop-by-$tep

Pupils, as a class,
brainstorm on the meaning
of clauses,

Pupils, in pair, differentiate
between independent and
dependent clauses
Pupils, in small groups,
study a short passage to
bring out both the
independent and
dependent clauses,

Pupils, in pairs, identify
new words from a given
passage and use them in
another context;
Pupils, in small groups,
criticize the passage to
bring out denotative and
connotative meaning;
Pupils, in each group,

l) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(ii) Communication and
Collaboration

(i) Communication and

Collaboration
(ii) Leadership and

Personal

Development
iii) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
iv) Citizenship

LEARNING

RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
(i) Chart%/flashcards
(ii) Pronouncing
Dictionary by Daniel
Jones
WEB RESOURCES:

com/@oglish:

pronouncers:z:
consonants/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Charts/flashcards
Passages
Sentence Games

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
i) Newspaper
clippings of an article

WEB RESOURCES
httpsUlymyæeNecgrgy

IOOQ850/Centricity/DQ

main/490/Tone-and-
iii. answer questions from

tho selected passage.
answer questions from the
passage and eompare their
answers with another
groups ,through their group
loaders
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TOPICS

letter Askng

(b) Seed-re:
and

usng •same ase

LEARN

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

students should be able

to:

i. explan the features of

letter: of request

e. anatyze the style and

tone of request letter:

pi, a letter of request

Lexners are to be guided

eonspiuous,
courtesy,

tmiahze,

tossoess. terestial,
erosion, susp•on

ACTIVITIES

Pup/s. in pars. study a g•sen

samp'e o! request 'etter and

identify its features-

Pupes, in small goops, study

the style and tone of given

forms of letters of

reqoest.

iii. Fol!owtng the features. each

pupil Vites a letter of request

to a community head a

Nnstltuted authority asking

for his support on provision of

necessary steal amenities

into the community.

Read further on this site:

to-mentors" 2075-request,s•,

favor-sample/etter

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and pronunciation of

the given words in a

dictionary, and use each word

in, at least, a sentence.

SKILLS

Sy the end of the lesson, i 

pupas should be able to:

i descr& the features of

i ex*ain the purpose of

Pupils, in pairs, read a given

passage to study the

features of folktales, share

the description of features

with the class orally.

t and
Co%asetation

Creativty and
imaginat;on

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

AUDIO

RESOURCES
i, 

Charts 
on tho

featuros, 
tono

styli) of 
roquost

Sample of
letters

WEB 
RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
(ii) Critical Thinking and i. Charts/Pictures on

ii. Pupils, in small groups,

i present foikta!es: watch a video clip on a

iv deduceinfer lessons folktale and discuss its

be folktales. purpose to the class;

iii. Pupils, in small groups, from

their experiences share

folktales with the class.
iv. Pupils, in pairs, say the

lessons on reward and
punishment they can derive
from the folktales.

v. Each pupil relates the

Problem Solving

iii) Leadership and
personal

Development

iv) Creativity and

imagination

objects like tortoise,

snails, frog etc

ii. Video clips on

folktales

iii. Article/ cartoon on

folktales

WEB RESOURCES:
http:/lfolktalestoreadd

ogspot.com12016105ir

eward-and-

punishment.html

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
l. recognize freuseof

comparison in any

given passage
menton situation in

which same as could
be used

i'. gererate sentences

lessons or morals of the
story to their everyday lives.

i) Pupils, as a class, study a
given passage to identify the
use of comparison of object
and people with the use of
"same as"
ii Pupils, in small groups,
explain situation in which
"same as" could be used;
iii Pupils, in pairs, play

(i) Communication and AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and i Comparisons 
gans

Personal (ii) Chart'Flashcards

Development
WEB RESOURCES

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
wm the use of "same ornparison games to generate

sentences with the use of
"same as" and share with the
class.

E.g. "Your book is the same as
mine", "The robot was moving
the same as human being"



WKS TOPICS

(c) Comprehension and
Vocabulary
Development
Emphasis on New words
and Meaning, simile and

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By tho end of the
pupils ghould be able to:
I) read to draw out

and ovgtapti0f from the

metaphor.

(d) Writing-

Letter of Absence
from School

e) Supplementary
Reading: Play

f ) Dictation for
the week

difforon:tate between
main 'doag and
supporlgnq Ideas tn a
oven paqsaqe,
recognize the key

words and the easily
confused wordq 'n the
given passage, and use
them in different
contexts correctly

(iv)lnfer implied meanings
of ideas in the passage

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i) explain the features of

letter of permission
(ii) describe the style of

such letter
(iii) compose/write a letter

of absence from school
with appropriate
register.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i share with other pupils

the drama text read;
ii discuss lessons learnt

from the book;

iii relate events in the

story to their personal

lives.

Learners are to be guided

to learn the following

words:

Devastate, surcharge,
indictment, confiscate,

demonstrate, revenue,

jersey, promulgate,

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

to drag

q) pmt to

('fi) PurA%, crnall
read'ng the page,age
rnv}way to 11Jt key
and rnfiJ%ed the
pagqage and them in
dfferent onrrectf/
and %hare Hith the darn.

in gmall groups,
analyze the pav,age to defrve
the meanings of trnp%ed

(i) Pupils, as a class, study a
given sample of letter of
permission thereafter,
explain its features;

(ii) Pupils, in pairs, describe
style of the letter

(iii) Each pupil compose a letter
of absence from school

Visit this site for details:
https://www.google.corn/searoh?

le+of+letter+0f+absence+frorn+s

chool&client=firefox-

b&sa=X&ved=2ahlJKEwiLrPm2

4ebrAhU3TBUlHTPOBd0QsAR6

Each pupil reads a
recommended

storybook/play/poem from
Lagos State approved book
list

ii. Each pupil discusses the
main idea of the story.

iii. Pupils in small groups share
information from the story,

iv. Pupils in pairs establish
relationships between ideas
using evidence from the
passage
Each pupil discusses the
lessons/values learnt from
the story.

Pupils, as individuals or in
small groups, look up the
meanings, word classes and
pronunciation of the given
words in a dictionary, and use

sentence

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

('j Leader*"

Prr2Jern

(J) Corrrnurnczf%l ard

Cdlaboraf.%i

(ii) Leadership and
Personal
Devebprrerrt

lii) Creativity and
imagination

(i) Communication and
Collaboration Z

(ii) Leadershipand/¯
Personal

Development
iii.) Citizenship
iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

(i) Communication and
collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

LEARNING

RESOURCES

ÅUOOVZUAL

WEB RESOURCES

WEB RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards
i. Lagos State

Literature Text

WEB RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy

dictionary

(Il) Online dictmary

demonstrator ,

collaboration
edudelighttutors com



TOPICS OBJECTIVES
WKS

A Mid,

RESOUR

For home study, each pupil (i) Communication 
and

8 (n) Speech wotk

[ function of

Object

(b) Structure:

Expressing
Consequences or Cause

mo to bo guided

to 
following wordq:

Rofinory,

infottoconco, dinputntion,

modit'ilivo, valedictory

By tho ond of tho losson,

pupils should bo ablo to:

(i ) doqc,ribo (unctions of

'ol)joct' and mention its

typos

(ii) dißtinguifih objects from

othor items in

sontcncos

(iii) comploto gontcncos

with objoctG.

(iv) gonorato five

sontonces and mention

looks up the meanings, word

and pronunciation of

the given word6 in a dictionary,

and use each word in, at least,

a sontcnco,

i) PupilG, as a class, identify 3

types of objects (direct,

indirect, prepositional objects)

in a given chart of sentences

and describe their functions

ii) Pupils, in small groups,

collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

(i) Communication and

(ii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

iii.) Critical Thinking and

(i) Hard

dictiona 

Onlin! 

up'/

(ii) 
di

AUDIO 
VISUAL

RESOURCES

(i)Charts

(ii) Garne• la
builder 

Noun20%aæ

Audio 
playerdistinguish an object from

a sentence: It
Problem Solving (iii) Pronou

other items in 

can be a pronoun, noun, noun

phrase or noun clause, which

comes after a main verb (it is

called a receiver of action in

active sentence).

Dictionary

Jones

WEB 
RESOURCES

i.h

in .com/bl

esson-
iii) Pupils, in small group,

complete sentences with

objects, Eg (a.) 'what do we sit

on? - chaid (b.) 'what do we

wash with? - soap, (C.) 'Can

you think of something for

cutting?'- scissors

Linking verbs to objects:

iv Pupils, in pairs, generate

and Effect with Use of

"So.. , that"

objects thoro

By tho end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

(l) identify the use of

"so.,.that" in given

sentences;

(ii) discuss ways of joining

simple sentences to

form longer ones

iii) construct sentences by

using 'so that' to
express cause and
effect, result, purpose,

consequence

i Pupils, as a class, study the

sentences provided to identify

the use of "so...that"

ii. Pupils, in small groups, discuss

ways of joining simple sentence

to form longer ones.

iii. Pupils, in pairs, construct

different sentences to express

(l) Communication and

Collaboration

ii) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

the following:

Ian?to ic=autisn
resschool-l

ii.htt s•.//s

uk.com/teachi

function-

0b'ectJh ://s

asloguk.com/tea&ire

function-object/

(i) Chart

(ii) Website:

https://wmw.thee%l

sland.corn/lessonsl€&

effect-contrast-and.

condition-with-

connectives-part"
a. cause and effect: e.g. 'James

speaks so slowly that Faizah
interest in what he is saying

b, result: e.g. 'She is so lazy that
she cannot wash her school
uniform'

(c ) Comprehension and
Vocabulary

Development:

Deriving New Words

By tho end of tho losson,
pupils should bo ablo to:
l) draw inforonces from

passages after reading;

c, purpose: e.g. 'She reads harder

so that she can pass her final
year examinations

consequence: e.g., 'He drove so
fast that he lost control at the
junction'

i) Pupils, at least 4 of them, read
the passage (a paragraph per
student) and draw inferences
from the passage.

(i) Communication and AUDIO VISUAL

Collaboration RESOURCES

(ii) Leadership and Flash cards

and Meaning
(ii) difforontiato between main ii) Pupils pair up to discuss the

ideas implied 
Personal development

WEB RESOURCES
and supporting ideas messages and the

in a given passage;
(iii) construct gontoncos with

tho key wordb and
unfamiliar words derived
from tho passage,

(iv) provide answers to tho
questions that follow tho
passage,

meanings of now words in the
context of the passage,

iii) Pupils, in small groups, form new
gontoncos with the key words
and unfamiliar words derived
from the passage,

iv) Pupils, in small groups, reflect on
tho passago analyzing it in order
to provido answers to the
questions that follow the
passago,

iii) Creativity and

imagination htt ://www. u

iv) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving
struggle-reading-

r hen i



WKS TOPICS

(d) Writing: Writing

formal and informal

invitation letter

e) Supplementary
Reading: Poems

(f) Dictation for the week

9 (a) Speech work:
Intonation Practice
passage

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By tho end of the lesson,
•pupils should bo able to:
(i) distinguish the contents

or styles of a formal
and inforn)al invitation

letters;

(ii) differentiate between

the features of a formal

invitation to an informal

invitation.

(iii) write a formal and an

informal invitation on

any occasion

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
i share with other pupils

the poems read;

ii discuss lessons learnt

from the poems;

iii relate events in the

story to their personal

lives.

Learners are to be guided to

learn the following words:

gubernatorial, controversial,

contemporaneous, editorial,

herbaceous, negotiation,

experimental, electrician

humanitarian, electrician

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

i) read aloud, as a drill,

to master the

intonation patterns in a

given script;

ii.) draw out the intonation

patterns in a given

recorded dialogues;

iii) create dialogue to

generate intonation in

commands.

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

I.) Pupils, as a class, study two

samples of invitation letters

and, compare the contents

or styles of both letters;

discuss together their

findings on the differences.

ii.) Pupil, in small groups,

critically examine two

samples of invitation letters

given to each group, bring

out differences between

formal and informal invitation

letters.

iii.) Each pupil write a reply to

invitation letter on birthday

party.

i. Each pupil reads a

recommended

storybook/play/poem from

Lagos State approved book

list.

ii. Each pupil discusses the

main idea of the story.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, share

information from the story.

iv. Pupils, in pairs, establish

relationships between ideas

using evidence from the

passage.
Each pupil discusses the

lessons/values learnt from

the story.theme in the poems

with real life situation.

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and pronunciation of

the given words in a dictionary,

and use each word in, at least,
a sentence.

(i) Pupils, as a class, listen to
short recordings of everyday

dialogues and then 'shadow

read' the script or read it along

with the tape using the same

stress and intonation as the

speakers,

Pupils can repeat this exercise

until their voices sound similar

to voice on the recording.

(ii) Pupils, in small groups, note

down or record some

examples of intonation of the

speakers in the dialogues

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

(i) Communication and

collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Citizenship
iv.) Critical Thinking and

Problem Solving

(l) Communication and

Collaboration
(i) Digital Literacy

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) imagination and

creativity.

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
WEB RESOURCES
Sample of invitation
letters

http$!/YMLtopprsom

/guid@$Leog119blwriljn

g/essayl

egomLui!iog-30:

https;//youtLbe/?Vku
7edfeUM

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards

ii. Lagos State

Recommended

Literature Text

WEB RESOURCES

(i) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary

Audio Visuoj
Resources
(i) Tape Recorder;

(ii) Books with different

songs
(iii)Videos:

Web Resources

iihttps;!/yyww/temne!!gl

(iii) Pupils pair up to create a

dialogue to form intonation in

commands and share with the

class, (e.g. "Put that down'",

"Go over tone,
Visit this site for moro information

on the topic

cator-english/intonation-activiti0$:

teachining-english/



vat' With

and iti

ii par up If) the

trrtpiEf,j the

new words in
the conten 01 the

ifl; jn small

f€Jfffl fi$W mth

the key and

derived

the possage,
w) Pupils, in small groups,

identify actual information

using evidenc,e from the

(l) Pupils, a class, study a
given sample of letter of
congratulation thereafter,

its features;
Pupils, in pairs, describe

of the letter.

(10) E acJi pupil composes a
letter of congratulation to

individual, a new couple
ocqanigatjon on

Each pupil
gj)ß word

9/10 Of

use each word

('reattvily and
itnaginat;on

IV) Thinking and
Problem Solving

(l) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

lii) Creativity and

imagination

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal
Development

iii.) Creativity and

imagination

iv.) Critical Thinking

Problem Solving

fifsouk

RESOURCES

WEB RESOURCE:

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES
Sample of letter of

congratulation

WEB RESOURCES

https.•//\aww google

m/searchosourq@ä$i

(l) Hard copy

dicticMary

(ii) Online 
dictiona!l

edudelighttutors.com
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By the end lesson,

p ㄅho d able :

key wordin 『

P :
use key wor

unfamiliar words in

n n
( deduce the main ideas

fromthe 9 n p ge

(叼 infer the appropnate

answers from ~ gtven

in匕 th d

亻terse.

i. Pupils, a dass, hang
「d a e

心 / and

the passage

ii. Pupils, pars, use key

and unfarmhar "Mds

in sentences

Pupils, in small

4 「te between『
main ideas and

ideas 5 and

s With the dass

M Each proude answers

the questions that folbw

passage

Read further 39h thislink:

E'/PÆOOEO CCHE

厂in 7 1

(i)C«rmnz%nae•d AUDIO .

Fia±zds
WEB RESOURCES

P

Ccaaborabon

叼Citizenshp
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WKS TOPICS

(d ) Writing:

Writing Indicating

Direction

(e)Dictation for the week

11 (a) Speech work
Diphthongs

Contrast and ley

(b)Structure:
Verb Phrase as Verb
Phrase Compliments
(Using verbs phrase
complement with adverb
plus to (infinitive)

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:
(l) identify the features of

giving directions

ii.) draw out a layout of

directions

iii.) write direction to a

specific place.

Leamers are to be guided
to learn the following words:
Phoenix, bouquet, naught,

rostrum, housemaid,
autumn, string,
hyperactive, forecastle,
paradigmatic

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:
i. recognize and

pronounce the sounds
and ley

ii cite examples of words
containing the sounds

iii. contrast the pairs with
ten words each

By the end of the lesson,
students should be able
to:
i explain verb phrase

complements in English
Grammar

ii describe two
grammatical forms that
can function as verb
phrase complements;

iii construct sentences on
using phrase
complement with

adverbial plus to
(infinitive).

ii

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupils, in groups, study a

given direction to identify its

features; e.g. a.) use of

imperative (or command)

form of the verb (go left; turn

right etc.) b.) Write/speak

briefly, simply and

accurately. C) present it

orderly/chronologically, d.)

give approximate distances

etc.

Pupils in groups, draw out a

layout of directions and

explain it in paragraphs with
the appropriate registers,

share with the whole class

through the group leaders.

EMBEDDED CORE

iii Each pupil writes directions
from their homes to school.

For home study, each pupil
looks up the meanings, word
classes, and pronunciation of
the given words in a dictionary,
and use each word in, at least,
a sentence.

ii.

Pupils, as a class, identify the
sounds on a displayed chart;
listen to the production of the
sounds on MP3 player or
audio player.
Pupils mimic the mouth
positioning model to
pronounce both sounds.

iii. Pupils, in small groups, cite
examples of words containing
the sounds.

iv. Pupils, in small groups,
provide words consisting of
the sounds; contrast the
sounds with each other.

v. Each group leader takes a tum
to present their group work to
the whole class for a critique.

Visit this site

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=5WGrSeXlj6Y

i Pupils, in small groups, study
ten sentences to explain verb
phrase complements
ii Pupil, as a class, are guided to
classify verb phrase complement
into two (a.) prepositional phrase
(b.) verb phrase
iii Students pair up with their
peers to explain verb phrase
and compose sentences with
verb phrase complements.
E.g. A verb phrase is a verb
plus any infinitive markers,
auxiliary verbs particles,
modifiers, and complements. (a)
He intends to buy a new car (b)
She has to pass the
examinations (c) The 

SKILLS

(i) Communication and

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

iii Creativity and

Imagination

v) Citizenship

(l) Communication and
collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and
Personal
Development

(i) Communication and
Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and
Personal

Development
iii.) Creativity and

imagination

iv.) Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

(i) Communication and
collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking and
Problem Solving

(iii) Leadership and
Personal

Development

LEARNING

RESOURCES

AUDIO 
VISUAL

RESOURCES
i Charts
ii Sample of direii Video Clips

WEB 
RESOURSEs

htt 
s://live.fundza

es-education/fl
Ireli/home/libra 

writin 
fundza-transactional

/introduction.
writin -directions/

(i) Hard copy
dictionary

(ii) Online 
dictionanj 

I

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES

(i) Charts
(ii) Pronouncing

Dictionary by Daniel
Jones
iii)Tape recorder

WEB RESOURCES
i.https://www.speechac

tive.com/english-

consonants-ipa-

international-phonetic•

alphabet/

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards and

chards

WEB RESOURCES
https://parentingpatch.

com/verb-phrade-

complement-english•

grammar/

man
happens to own the estate.



En lish Lan ua e

WKS TOPICS

(c) Comprehension and

deve}epment

Readrng for further

understan&tg of

ælatooship bet',seen

(d)WHting-

Letter of Appreciation

(e )Dictations for the

12 Revision:

13 EXAMINATION

14 EXAMINATION

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i) Identify the topic

sentence In each
paragraph:
establish the
relationship between

the topic sentence(s)

and the man idea in a
given passage;
attach contextual

meanings to new words

found in a given

passage.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:
(i) explain the features of

letter of appreciation

(ii) describe the style of

such letter
(iii) compose/write a letter

of appreciation with

appropriate register.

Leamers are to be guided

to learn the following

words:

stationary, stationery,

monosyllabic, confusions,

interdenominational,

matriculation,

typographical. inarticulate ,

distinctive, deception.

Revise

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

Pupils listen to the teacher
read the passage and
identify new words.

ii. Pupils pronounce the new
words.

iti.Pupils, in small groups,
identify the topic sentence
in each paragraph and
relate it to the main idea in
the passage.

iv. Pupils pair up to establish
the relationship between
their real life experiences
and the main idea in the
passage.

(i) Pupils, as a class, study a
given sample of letter of
appreciation thereafter,
explain its features.

(ii) Pupils, in pairs, describe
style of the letter.

(iii) Each pupil composes a
letter of appreciation to an
individual, or an

organization on.
https://khengcheng.moe.edu.

sg/letters-of-appreciation/

For home study, each pupil

looks up the meanings, word

classes and pronunciation of
the given words in a dictionary,

and use each word in, at least,

a sentence.

Use relevant teaching

and learning materials

EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING

edu elighttutors. 

SKILLS

l. Communication and
Collaboration

ii. Critical Thinking and
Problem Solving

iii. Leadership and
Personal

Development

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(ii) Leadership and

Personal

Development

lii) Creativity and

imagination

(i) Communication and

Collaboration

(i) Digital Literacy

om

RESOURCES

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Flash cards
WEB RESOURCES
i.http;://reltsonlinete;t

@cKets.org/article/seye

students-text-
comprehension

AUDIO VISUAL
RESOURCES
Sample of letter of
appreciation

WEB RESOURCES
https://ymw.toppr.com/

guides/enqlish/writing/

essay/
https•]/thewritepractice.

com/writing:an-essay!

https://youtu.be/2Uku7

edfeUM

(i) Hard copy

dictionary

(ii) Online dictionary


